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Background: In recent years, novel teachingmethodologies have been emerging with
the aim of improving student learning. One of them is known as Blended Learning. BL
allows educators to integrate elements of traditional face-to-face teachingwith tailored
online learning modalities, integrating the distinct strengths of both methodologies.
Purpose: To determine the effectiveness of a heart disease blended learning program
in undergraduate physiotherapy students.
Methods: 124 participants (average age 21.20±4.67 years, 58.87% female) performed
an 8-week heart disease blended learning program that included face-to-face classes
and online resources. Knowledge was assessed at baseline, at 4, 8, 12 and 20 weeks.
Motivation and engagement were assessed at 4 and 8 weeks. Design of the
instructions and learning behaviors were measured at 8 weeks. Finally, 108 subjects
completed the study
Results: Knowledge significantly increased mid-program (p=0.02), at the end of the
program (p <0.001), at 12 weeks (p <0.001) and 20 weeks (p=0.001). After the
intervention, a high intrinsic motivation was shown (5.60±0.80)) over 7), whilst
extrinsic motivation scored 4.24±0.97 over 7.Finally, engagement (3.98±0.52)
over 5), design of the instructions (4.15±0.62) over 5) and learning behaviors
(70.51 ± 36.08) downloads, 28.97± 16.09) topics visited, and online questionnaires
scored 7.67± 1.60) over 10) reported adequate scores.
Conclusion: This program seems to be an appropriate methodology in future
physiotherapists, since it improved knowledge and participants exhibited a high
motivation and an adequate engagement, design of the program instructions and
learning behaviors.
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Introduction

The rapid technological evolution experienced recently has meant significant progress,

resulting in greater accessibility to knowledge generating changes in the needs of society

(1). In the same way, these changes must also be implemented in higher education to

promote active learning and thus improve the theoretical and practical results of future
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health professionals (2). Accordingly, lately, a new type of

educational approach known as blended learning (BL) has

emerged (1, 3). It has the potential to foster innovative and

flexible learning opportunities (4). Moreover, BL further allows

educators to integrate elements of traditional face-to-face

teaching with tailored online learning modalities (4, 5),

integrating the different strengths of both methodologies (6).

One of the principles that should pursue education is to attempt

to improve knowledge acquisition. A recent meta-analysis by Li et al.

(7) demonstrated the high impact of BL on knowledge compared to

face-to-face interventions. Moreover, other studies observed

improvements in knowledge (8) and integration of theory and

practice (9–11) following BL interventions.

Motivating future healthcare professionals is necessary to

improve the acquisition of knowledge. Previous studies have

strongly suggested that BL promotes such motivation (7, 9).

Specifically, this method encourages intrinsic motivation, which

develops an internal drive to engage in activities based on an

individual’s motives, goals, values, and personal interests (12),

especially when accompanied by teacher feedback (13).

Concerning the different dimensions engagement involves, it

seems that social presence, described as the online student’s sense

of being and belonging in a course, maybe one of the reasons

behind the success of BL (14). In addition, teaching presence also

seems to be of great importance since it allows for bridging the

transactional distance between student and teacher (15).

Finally, the design of the program instructions comprises those

dimensions related to interaction in online environments that can

help analyse the educational processes generated in institutions that

use this educational modality (16).

BL is an effective method within the health professions (1, 10).

Research in this field demonstrates its success in facilitating

knowledge acquisition and honing clinical skills across a diverse

spectrum of learners and disciplines, particularly in health-related

professions, including nursing, medical education, and physician

training (1, 10). Furthermore, BL garners preference among

students due to its accessibility and adaptability, making it a

favoured choice for many (10). However, while BL has made

significant strides in these professions, there remains a noticeable

gap in its utilization among future health professionals,

particularly physiotherapists. On the other hand, the adoption of

BL finds a particularly relevant application in healthcare, where

the effective management of cardiac diseases and rehabilitation is

paramount to patient well-being.

The spectrum of cardiac diseases is vast, and to effectively fulfil

their responsibilities, physiotherapists must receive specialized and

appropriate training for a comprehensive understanding of cardiac

pathology. This knowledge equips them to make informed

decisions, tailor rehabilitation programs to individual needs, and

support patients recovering from various cardiac conditions. The

knowledge, skills, and practices acquired through blended

learning can serve as a bridge, addressing the existing educational

gap and equipping physiotherapists with the expertise they

require in this field of healthcare (17).

In this context, our study aims to assess the effectiveness of a

meticulously designed blended learning program tailored to
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address cardiac pathology. Our focus includes evaluating

knowledge acquisition, motivation, engagement, program

instructions, and learning behaviours among undergraduate

physiotherapy students. Our ultimate goal is to contribute to the

comprehensive training of future physiotherapists, subsequently

enhancing the quality of cardiac rehabilitation for patients across

a broad spectrum of cardiac diseases.
Material and methods

Participants and settings

124 undergraduate physiotherapy students (University of

Valencia, Spain) were recruited from January 2021 to February

2021. Criteria for participant inclusion were to be studying

second year of the Physiotherapy Degree at the aforementioned

University and to be willing to participate. Participants with

previous heart disease training were excluded to prevent the bias

of prior knowledge, as they may have preexisting expectations or

biases that could influence their perception or response. From a

total of 141 individuals who fulfilled the inclusion criteria, 124

took part in the study. The main reason for exclusion was

unwillingness to participate (n = 17). The study was carried out

at the authors’ institution.
Study design

A prospective study was performed between March 2021 and

September 2021. We have considered external factors such as

exam and evaluation periods in the study design. Thus, we have

selected an intervention period in which the students’ teaching

load and dedication are reduced. All procedures were conducted

according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were

informed of the purpose of the study and procedures and

provided written informed consent before entering the study.

The Institutional Ethics Committee on Human Research

approved the study protocol (registered number: IE1623549). The

principles of voluntariness, confidentiality and anonymity were

respected during the research process. No incentives were

provided for participation. The study was registered in

Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT05645159) on 25/11/2022.
Outcome measures

Participants provided demographic information, including age,

gender, occupational status, years of previous computer experience,

years of previous internet experience and years of previous online

learning experience.

We excluded participants with prior training in heart disease to

maintain uniformity in our study and ensure that the results

accurately reflect the impact of the intervention on people with

no prior expertise. Assessments were conducted by a teacher
frontiersin.org
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with more than 10 years of experience. The outcomes were as

follows:
• Knowledge acquisition of cardiovascular risk factors and

cardiovascular disease, measured with two questionnaires: (i)

“Coronary Artery Disease Education Questionnaire” (CADEQ)

(18); and (ii) “Effect of the Dader Method in Cardiovascular

Risk of Patients with Risk Factors or Cardiovascular Disease

Questionnaire” (EMDADER) (19). CADEQ includes 20

closed-ended questions about medical conditions, risk factors,

exercise, nutrition, and psychosocial wellbeing with a single-

word answer (yes, no). Total score ranges from 0 to 20 (0 =

poorest knowledge, 20 = best knowledge). Cronbach’s alpha for

the factor subscales was above the acceptable threshold of 0.70

(18). EMDADER is composed of 10 multiple-choice questions

with four answer options on coronary artery disease and risk

factors, and two questions to report weight and height. Total

score ranges from 0 to 10 (0 = poorest knowledge, 10 = best

knowledge). The reliability of this instrument has been shown

to be between good and excellent (intraclass correlation

coefficient of 0.62 to 0.80) (19). Students were not previously

informed about the exams to avoid any preparation for the tests.

• Motivation, using the Academic Motivation Scale and

Attributional Styles Questionnaire (20). The tool is composed

of 24 items, using a 7-point Likert scale: from 1 (totally

disagree) to 7 (totally agree). The scale integrates three

domains related to learning motivation: Intrinsic Motivation

(9 items), Performance Motivation (7 items) and Extrinsic

Motivation (7 items). The maximum score is 7. The scale has

a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.70. With regard to the various

domains, intrinsic motivation has a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.68,

performance motivation 0.69 and extrinsic motivation 0.64 (20).

• Engagement using the Student Engagement Questionnaire (21).

It is a 35-item questionnaire, scored on a five-point Likert scale

(1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). The questionnaire is

divided into five dimensions: Intellectual Capabilities (items

1–10), Working Together (items 11–16), Teaching (items 17–

25), Teacher-student Relationship (items 26–29), and Student-

student Relationship (items 30–35). The maximum score of

the questionnaire is 5. Cronbach’s alpha ranges from 0.75 to

0.89 (21).

• Design of the program instructions, using the Community of

Inquiry Survey (16). A 34-item questionnaire, scored on a

five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly

agree) that includes three dimensions: (i) Cognitive Presence

(items 1–13), related to the degree to which participants are

able to construct meaning and knowledge through continuous

communication, reflection, and discussion; (ii) Social Presence

(items 14–22), related to the ability of participants to identify

with the community, communicating and developing

interpersonal relationships; (iii) Teaching Presence (items 23–

34), referring to the design, guidance and direction, on the

part of teachers, of cognitive and social processes with the

purpose of achieving the result of meaningful learning in

students. The maximum score of the questionnaire is
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5. Questionnaire validation shows satisfactory results

(Cronbach’s alpha being 0.90 for each dimension) (16).

• Learning behaviours, including number of downloads, topics

visited and total score of questionnaires were retrieved and

collected from the institution’s Moodle platform Virtual

ClassroomTM, through class progress (22). Students were

asked to complete seven multiple-choice online questionnaires,

one questionnaire per each theme, the following day after each

theoretical class and after having reviewed the online

resources related to each theme.

Knowledge was assessed at baseline (T1), at week 4 (T2), at the end

of the intervention [week 8 (T3)], and at two follow-up time points

(follow-up at 12 weeks (T4) and follow-up at 20 weeks (T5)).

Motivation and engagement were assessed at T2 and at T3,

whilst design of the program instructions and learning

behaviours were measured at the end of the program (T3).

Intervention

A health allied teacher with over 10 years’ experience in

teaching heart disease performed the 8-week BL program. The

BL program combined asynchronous online learning modules

and scheduled online activities with face-to-face lectures offered

at set points during the semester. Participants had autonomy and

flexibility for accessing online course content, except for the

seven scheduled face-to-face classes. Supplementary Appendix

S1 depicts the online resources of the BL program for each theme.

The online resources used were as follows: (i) A Moodle

platform was utilized as a virtual communication platform,

including breaking news, access to the teaching guide, or as a

means to solve doubts through discussion forums; (ii) An online

syllabus about heart disease composed of seven themes developed

from the knowledge considered as basic for health allied

students, including topics such as anatomy and physiology of the

heart, arrhythmias, hypertension, coronary artery disease, heart

failure, shock, endocarditis, myocarditis and pericarditis; (iii)

Online videos of international and national scientific societies

were used, which aimed at improving the knowledge regarding

heart disease, and reinforcing the concepts of heart disease,

arrhythmias, nerve conduction, hypertension, angina pain

pattern, left ventricular ejection fraction, fluid accumulation in

heart failure, cardiogenic shock, etc., In addition, one-minute

bullet-point videos were developed by the research team; (iv)

Links to websites of international and national scientific societies

were used, such as the American Heart Association, the

European Society of Cardiology or the Spanish Heart

Foundation/World Heart Federation, aimed at reinforcing

knowledge acquisition and the concepts of hypertension,

coronary artery disease, heart failure, shock, or guidelines for the

diagnosis of pericarditis; (v) Podcasts of international and

national scientific societies such as the Spanish Cardiac Society

or the Spanish Heart Foundation were presented; vi) Online

multiple-choice questionnaires were created and personalised

comments about the activities were reported by the teachers to

give feedback to the students; vii) Mobile apps were used (i.e.,

My Heart Anatomy, and Ariadna) to improve knowledge on
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heart anatomy, or to prevent cardiovascular risk and locate nearby

defibrillators; viii) Forums, emails and online tutoring were

delivered, by means of an online communication platform

(Blackboard Collaborate), which is a simple and reliable virtual

classroom solution to power online teaching needs. It is a

browser-based web conferencing with easy access and high-

definition audio and video that enables the students to

participate remotely. The tool has been shown to be an efficient

means in healthcare and academic environments (1, 10).
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v. 24 (IBM

SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistics were

performed. Continuous variables are shown as mean (standard

deviation, SD), and categorical variables as absolute frequency

(percentage). Additionally, the inferential analyses of the data

were conducted using a one-factor mixed multivariate analysis of

variance (MANOVA) having a within-subject factor “time

measurements” with five categories (T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5) for

knowledge variables. Post-hoc analyses were requested using the

Bonferroni correction. Homoscedasticity and sphericity were

evaluated using Levene’s test and Mauchly’s test, respectively. A

paired t test was used to investigate motivation changes between
FIGURE 1

Flow-chart of the study.
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T2 and T3, while a Chi-squared test was used to analyse

engagement differences between T2 and T3. Furthermore, the

correlations between knowledge, motivation, engagement, and

design of the program instructions were statistically evaluated

using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The α level was set at

<0.05 for all tests. For the effect size of the continuous variables,

Cohen’s d was computed, whereby the effect size was rated as

follows: small (0.20–0.50), medium (0.50–0.80), or large (>0.80).
Results

The study included 124 participants, of whom 108 (87.10%)

completed the study (Figure 1). The mean age was 21.20 ± 4.67)

years, and 58.87% were female. All participants presented an

online learning experience of 4.28 (3.72) years. Table 1 shows

the sociodemographic characteristics of the sample.
Knowledge of cardiovascular risk factors
and cardiovascular disease

Regarding CADEQ scores (Table 2), there was a significant

interaction between intervention and measurement times [F(4,

304) = 11.63, p < 0.001, η2 = 42.92]. A gradual and significant
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Participants’ demographics data.

n = 124
Age (a) 21.20 (4.67)

Sex (b)
Male 51 (41.13)

Female 73 (58.87)

Employment (b)
Unemployed 87 (70.16)

Part-time 34 (27.42)

Full-time 3 (2.42)

Previous computer experience (years) (a) 9.82 (4.56)

Previous internet experience (years) (a) 9.90 (3.52)

Previous online learning experience (years) (a) 4.28 (3.72)

Data shown as: (a) mean (standard deviation) and (b) absolute frequency

(percentage).

Marques-Sule et al. 10.3389/fcvm.2023.1303997
increase of knowledge with respect to T1 was observed in pairwise

comparisons in the T2 assessments (mean difference =−0.87 ±
0.26), p = 0.02, Cohen’s d =−0.19), in T3 (mean difference =

−1.296 ± 0.29), p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.54), in T4 (mean

difference =−1.659 ± 0.25), p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.66) and T5

(mean difference =−1.13 ± 0.285), p = 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.48).
Furthermore, a higher score was observed after one-month

follow-up than mid-program (mean difference =−0.78 ± 0.23), p

= 0.01, Cohen’s d =−0.41).
Regarding the EMDADER scores, there was a significant

interaction between the intervention and the measurement times

[F (4, 324) = 13.88, p < 0.001, η2 = 55.51]. In addition, the

knowledge gained increased significantly with respect to T1 in all

subsequent assessments: T2 (mean difference =−0.89 ± 0.19),

p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.75), T3 (mean difference =−0.56 ±
0.16), p = 0.01, Cohen’s d =−0.53), T4 (mean difference =

−1.10 ± 0.20), p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.94) and T5 (mean

difference =−1.05 ± 0.17), p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =−0.90).
Significant differences were further observed between T3 and T4
TABLE 2 Results for knowledge, motivation dimensions, engagement dimens

T1 T2

Knowledge
CADEQ 13.86 (1.98) 14.73 (1.59)*

EMDADER 6.91 (1.18) 7.80 (1.20)*

Motivation
Intrinsic Motivation 5.65 (0.69)

Extrinsic Motivation 3.85 (0.95)

Performance Motivation 4.13 (0.94)

Engagement
Intellectual Capabilities 4.12 (0.53)

Working Together 3.92 (0.65)

Teaching 4.24 (0.62)

Teacher-Student Relationship 4.01 (0.72)

Overall Engagement 3.53 (0.74)

CADEQ, Coronary Artery Disease Education Questionnaire; EMDADER, Effect of the D

Disease Questionnaire; T1, week 0; T2, week 4; T3, week 8; T4, week 12; T5, week 20

Data shown as mean (standard deviation).

*p < 0.05 vs. T1.

**p < 0.05 vs. T2.

***p < 0.05 vs. T3.
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measurements (mean difference =−0.54 ± 0.17), p = 0.02, Cohen’s

d =−0.50) and T5 (mean difference =−0.49 ± 0.14), p = 0.01,

Cohen’s d =−0.51) (Table 2).
Motivation

At the end of the program, the Intrinsic Motivation dimension

had the best scores (5.60 out of 7 points), followed by the Extrinsic

Motivation (4.24 out of 7 points), and, lastly, Performance

Motivation (3.96 out of 7 points). As shown in Table 2, there

were similar scores at the T2 and T3 assessments (p > 0.05).
Engagement

After the intervention, 87.04% agreed or completely agreed

with the items of the Teaching dimension; 81.48% with the items

of the Intellectual Capabilities dimension; 78.70% with the

Teacher-Student Relationship dimension; 75.92% with the

Working Together dimension; and 59.26% with the Student-

Student Relationship dimension. Overall Engagement was high

(3.98 ± 0.52) out of 5). Scores at the end of the program were

similar to those obtained mid-program (p > 0.05) (Table 2).
Design of the blended learning program
instructions

Regarding Teaching Presence, more than 95% of the responses

indicated "neutral" and above with a mean score of 4.15 ± 0.62. In

relation to Social Presence, more than 81.38% of the responses

indicated "neutral" and above with a mean score of 3.56 ± 0.8.

Finally, with regard to Cognitive Presence, more than 89.66% of
ions and comparisons between assessments.

T3 T4 T5

15.14 (1.65)* 15.51 (1.26)*,** 14.99 (1.56)*

7.48 (0.98)* 8.01 (1.15)*,*** 7.96 (0.91)*,***

5.60 (0.80)

3.96 (0.95)

4.24 (0.97)

4.10 (0.68)

3.95 (0.66)

4.21 (0.68)

4.00 (0.68)

3.63 (0.80)

ader Method in Cardiovascular Risk of Patients with Risk Factors or Cardiovascular

.
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the responses indicated "neutral" and above with a mean score of

3.77 ± 0.79 (Data shown in Supplementary Appendix S2).
Learning behaviours

Table 3 shows the results of the learning behaviours of the

sample, including number of downloads, topics visited and total

score of online questionnaires, divided by theme and for the

whole sample.
Correlations between knowledge,
motivation, engagement, and design of the
program instructions

We observed a significant positive relationship between

Intrinsic Motivation and the following variables: Knowledge

[Pearson’s Correlation (r) = 0.18; p = 0.04], Performance

Motivation (r = 0.31; p < 0.001), Engagement (r = 0.64; p < 0.001),

Cognitive Presence (r = 0.41, p < 0.001), Social Presence (r = 0.37;

p < 0.001) and Teaching Presence (r = 0.39; p < 0.001); as well as

a significant negative relationship with Extrinsic Motivation (r =

−0.24; p = 0.01). In addition, there was a strong correlation

between the Engagement and Design of the instructions

domains: Cognitive Presence (r = 0.71), Social Presence (r = 0.65)

and Teaching Presence (r = 0.70) (p < 0.001, in all three

comparisons). There was also a low-moderate correlation
TABLE 3 Results for learning behaviours of the sample.

Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3
Number of downloads 11.08 (5.72) 10.99 (6.15) 10.87 (5.66)

Topics visited 4.44 (2.13) 4.16 (2.33) 4.64 (2.85)

Total score of online questionnaires 7.64 (1.95) 8.15 (2.43) 8.15 (2.42)

Data shown as mean (standard deviation).

TABLE 4 Results of Pearson’s correlation test for all the variables measured a

Knowledge-
CADEQ

Knowledge-
EMDADER

Intrinsic
Mot

Performanc
Mot

Knowledge-
CADEQ

1.00

Knowledge-
EMDADER

−0.08 1.00

Intrinsic Mot 0.18* 0.01 1.00

Performance
Mot

0.11 0.01 0.31*** 1.00

Extrinsic Mot 0.03 −0.09 −0.24** 0.07

Engagement 0.06 0.16 0.64*** 0.21**

Cognitive Pres 0.09 0.17* 0.41*** 0.00

Social Pres 0.04 0.13 0.37*** 0.21**

Teaching Pres −0.05 0.11 0.39*** 0.19*

Data shown as Pearson’s correlation coefficients. CADEQ, Coronary Artery Disease Edu

Risk of Patients with Risk Factors or Cardiovascular Disease Questionnaire; Intrinsic M

Extrinsic Motivation; Cognitive Pres, Cognitive Presence, Social Pres, Social Presence;

*p < 0.05.

**p < 0.01.

***p < 0.001.
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between Performance Motivation and Social Presence (r = 0.21;

p = 0.01) and Teaching Presence (r = 0.19; p = 0.03), as well as

between Knowledge and Cognitive Presence (r = 0.17; p = 0.04)

(Table 4).
Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that

evaluates the effect of a heart disease BL program on knowledge,

motivation, engagement, design of the program instructions and

learning behaviours in future physiotherapists. The proposed BL

program is effective in acquiring knowledge about risk factors

and cardiovascular disease in the short term (at mid-intervention

and at the end of the intervention) and medium term (at 12 and

20 weeks after the start of the intervention). In addition,

participants showed a high motivation, engagement, evaluation of

the design of the program instructions and learning behaviours.

Interestingly, it was observed that the greater the intrinsic

motivation, the greater the performance motivation, knowledge,

engagement and evaluation of the design of the program

instructions.

Regarding the acquisition of knowledge on cardiovascular risk

factors and cardiovascular disease, the BL program is effective in

the assimilation of theoretical concepts regarding heart disease.

These results are consistent with previous studies which

concluded that BL is an appropriate learning methodology,
Theme 4 Theme 5 Theme 6 Theme 7 Total
9.42 (5.61) 9.75 (5.75) 9.09 (5.25) 9.3 (6.22) 70.51 (36.08)

3.94 (2.33) 4.36 (2.71) 3.25 (2.14) 4.18 (2.78) 28.97 (16.09)

7.10 (2.38) 7.56 (2.74) 8.10 (2.01) 7.34 (2.50) 7.67 (1.60)

t the end of the blended learning programme.

e Extrinsic
Mot

Engagement Cognitive
Pres

Social
Pres

Teaching
Pres

1.00

−0.02 1.00

0.00 0.71*** 1.00

0.14 0.65*** 0.62*** 1.00

0.06 0.70*** 0.68*** 0.65*** 1.00

cation Questionnaire; EMDADER, Effect of the Dader Method in the Cardiovascular

ot, Intrinsic Motivation; Performance Mot, Performance Motivation; Extrinsic Mot,

Teaching Pres, Teaching Presence.
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equally (4, 23–25) or even more effective than traditional face-to-

face learning (6, 9, 26–28). This can be explained by the fact that

BL allows integrating the advantages of synchronous learning

(face-to-face), for example, obtaining real-time feedback from the

teacher and other students, and those of asynchronous learning

(e-learning), for example, reviewing the electronic material as

many times as necessary and without time restrictions, thus

reinforcing learning (1). Our results are consistent with those

obtained in another study with health allied students in which

there was also unlimited access to an online platform with videos

and images (23). In this case, the BL group performed better in

its musculoskeletal palpation skills and ultrasound assessment

than the traditional learning group, which was only provided

with materials such as books and papers. In short, this suggests

that BL programs may be a valid tool in the acquisition of

knowledge in future physiotherapists.

It has further been described that BL has a high impact on

motivation (29). In fact, intrinsic motivation (for example, the

item “I enjoy studying because I always discover something

new”), had a high score in the present study. This is consistent

with the results of the study by McCutcheon et al. (30) in

which the BL group obtained higher scores in motivation,

attitude and satisfaction than the e-learning group in future

nursing professionals. In addition, Lozano-Lozano et al. (25)

also suggested that BL provides greater motivation than

traditional learning in college Health Science students in a two-

week intervention. In contrast, the study by Balakrishnan et al.

reported that (26) both groups (i.e., traditional and BL) showed

similar levels of motivation. This controversy could be

explained by the type of intervention applied, since it seems

that more interactive platforms favour motivation, as described

in the review by Ødegaard et al. (31). Thus, the online part of

the BL group in the study by Balakrishnan et al. (26) only

consisted of audio-visual presentations, while our study

included a greater number of online resources, such as Moodle,

online syllabus, videos, podcasts, apps, online questionnaires, or

online tutoring.

In terms of engagement, most of our participants stated that

BL is a method that stimulates intellectual skills (i.e., critical

thinking, creative thinking, self-managed learning, adaptability

and problem solving). A possible reason is that, in BL, the

participant acquires an active role and seems to be more

involved in the learning process due to the autonomous

monitoring of online resources, which in turn allows in-depth

review of the subject, enabling participants to interact with the

teacher and their peers more effectively (26). This is in line

with the findings of Berga et al. (4), who suggested that BL

offers pedagogical benefits in terms of increasing participants’

confidence in the application of key concepts. In addition, in

our study, future professionals stated that BL is a good method

in terms of active learning, for syllabus comprehension,

evaluation and consistency. Overall, other studies have reported

high satisfaction with this methodology referring to the clarity

of the instructions, the clarity in the use of learning methods,

sufficient time to perform the proposed exercises and

improvement of content learning capacity (24, 25).
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It is interesting to assess the design of program instructions

as it guides teachers towards creating a useful/meaningful

learning experience (32). Our findings are consistent with

those obtained in the study by Siah et al. (33) addressing a BL

program in future nursing professionals. Teaching presence

was the most valued dimension, followed by cognitive

presence and social presence. In other words, students rated

the dimension that refers to design, guidance and direction by

the faculty with high scores for achieving significant

learning outcomes (32). Therefore, although the time

needed by the teachers to prepare the program when using

BL is a disadvantage (29), participantś ratings are positive,

which should encourage institutions to continue with this

approach.
Limitations and strengths

This study presents a number of limitations that should be

taken into account for future research. First, the sample consisted

of future physiotherapists from only one institution, which

prevents extrapolating the results to other institutions and other

health allied professionals. Second, it would have been interesting

to compare the results of the BL program against a control group

following a traditional learning method, or with an e-learning

program. Third, the possibility of assessing motivation,

engagement and design of the instructions at the beginning of

the intervention and after a follow-up period of could be

considered.

Despite the limitations, the present study has several strengths

that should be highlighted. On the one hand, studies on BL in

higher education are scarce despite its importance based on

current technological progress. In fact, to date, this is the first

study that addresses a heart disease BL program in future

physiotherapists and evaluates the knowledge not only after the

intervention, but also mid-program and at two follow-up times

in order to determine if the knowledge persists over time. On the

other hand, it is highly interesting to evaluate the motivation and

engagement, as well as the design of the program instructions,

since that in turn favours knowledge acquisition. We further

highlight the fact that the BL program carried out has a large

amount of online material that is rarely included or scarcely

detailed in previous studies.
Conclusions

The BL program was effective for acquiring knowledge about

risk factors and cardiovascular disease. In addition, participants

presented high levels of motivation, engagement, evaluation of

the design of the program instructions and learning

behaviours. Therefore, BL seems to be an effective method for

future physiotherapists and may be considered a teaching-

learning strategy of choice to be implemented in health allied

professions.
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